
WORD FORMATION 

1. Dillon made the …. at a news conference. (to announce) 

2. The area is under …... (to occupy) 

3. The book contains many fine ….. passages about everyday life in China. (to describe) 

4. Cycling is highly …. to health and the environment. (benefit) 

5. The police have issued a detailed ….. of the missing woman. (to describe) 

6. We were shocked by the …. that the mayor was resigning. (to announce) 

7. We will take …. steps towards political union with Europe. (to decide) 

8. the ….. of the company's annual results (to announce) 

9. There is still not widespread …. that fathers can care for children as well as mothers do. 

(to accept) 

10.  a drug that has a …. effect on the immune system (benefit) 

11.  The writer began with a …. of the area. (to describe) 

12.  Do you ever wonder if you made the right ….? (to decide) 

13.  Please state your name, address and …. . (to occupy) 

14.  Britain's …. decline as a world power (progress) 

15.  …. by their peer group is important to most youngsters. (to accept) 

16.  There is a …. of four different colours. (to choose) 

17.  The answer was a …. no. (to decide) 

18.  a ….. administration (progress) 

19.  This management style gained …. in the 1980s. (to accept) 

20.  the …. passages in the novel (to describe) 

21.  We finally came to a firm ….. on the matter. (to decide) 

22.  Voters have a ….. between three main political parties. (to choose) 

23.  Cooder was …. to begin playing the guitar by his father. (courage) 

24.  The Dotens have a deep ….. that marriage is for life. (to convince) 

25.  We need people with talent, whatever their political ….. (to persuade) 

26.  Police ....were confirmed when the stolen property was found in his flat. (to suspect) 

27. …. housing (to afford) 

28.  It had taken a great deal of …. to get him to accept. (to persuade) 

29.  After a …. struggle against cancer, Garcia died at the age of thirty. (courage) 

30.  Trevor can be very …… . (to persuade) 

31.  Student leaders are demanding greater freedom of …. (to express) 

32.  He was wrong, and …. enough to admit it. (courage) 

33.  I decided to go to the meeting as an …. of support. (to express) 

34.  a …. argument against capital punishment (to persuade) 

35.  They found a ….. package under the seat. (to suspect) 

36.  I can't say for definite who did it, but I certainly have my ….. . (to suspect) 

37.  Parker said the judge's decision was …… (courage). 

38.  You have to submit your …..before the end of the month. (to apply) 

39.  Her poem is …. of calm days and peace of mind. (to express) 

40.  Call the police if you see anything ….. . (to suspect) 

41.  I want to thank everyone who has …. and supported me. (courage) 

42.  They were …… about my past. (to suspect) 



43.  We receive hundreds of job …..each year. (to apply) 

44.  a woman of strong political ….. (to convince) 

45.  her wonderfully …. eyes (to express) 

46.  the formal ….. of an invitation (to accept) 

47.  If unemployment continues to rise, social stability may be …(danger). 

48.  an act of great ….(generous) 

49.  He was presented with a gold watch in … of his service to the company. (to recognise) 

50.  How long are you going to keep up the … of being ill? (to pretend) 

51.  The rapid …. of cities can cause social and economic problems.( to expand) 

52.  his …to the poor generous) 

53.  Much public …. to the new law remained. ( to oppose) 

54.  The house is not really …. for a large family. (to suit) 

55. They couldn't understand her ….. of a scholarship to Yale. (to refuse) 

56.  the …..  that the old system could be made to work (to pretend) 

57.  The industry underwent a period of rapid …. (to expand). 

58.  The Socialists were elected to power after 10 years in …. (to oppose) 

59.  It's …. that so few people seem willing to help. (fortune) 

60.  His ….. to pay the fine got him into even more trouble. (to refuse) 

61.  The caretaker is responsible for the ….. of the school buildings. (to maintain) 

62.  It's most …. that your father can't come to the wedding.( fortune) 

63. There is general …. that the study techniques of many students are weak. (to recognise) 

64.  I was ….  enough to obtain a research studentship at Stanford.(fortune) 

65.  Smoking during pregnancy… your baby's life.(danger) 

66.  By a …. coincidence, a passer-by heard her cries for help.(fortune) 

67.  the cost of repairs and ….(to maintain) 

68.  We are hoping to find a ….. school. (to suit) 

69. The best …. would be for them to separate. (to solve) 

70.  a support group for parents of …. children (able) 

71.  the …. of childcare facilities (to provide) 

72. …. to sleep, I got up and made myself a drink. (able) 

73.  Public places are becoming more accessible to people with …. (ability). 

74. Women gained …. to the club only recently.(to admit) 

75.  If you are elderly or physically ….., massage can be …. .(able, benefit) 

76.  He was eager to talk to Shildon and …. for him to return from lunch. (patient) 

77.  You'll need … and understanding if you're going to be a teacher.(patient) 

78.  Lucy was … to find out what had happened. (able ) 

79.  children with severe learning …. (able) 

80.  I'm beginning to lose … with you. (patient) 

81.  His most …. political achievement was the abolition of the death penalty. (sign) 

82.  Silence is often interpreted as an …. of guilt. (to admit) 

83.  Please inform us if there are any ….. changes in your plans.(sign) 

84.  The image of the lion …. power and strength.(sign) 

85.  …. for people with disabilities (to provide) 

86.  Some tribes use special facial markings to …. status.(sign) 



87.  Cleaner fuel has contributed to a … in air pollution. (to reduce) 

88.  We are growing ….. with the lack of results. (patient) 

89.  The book assesses the …..of Stalin's policies between 1927 and 1939. (sign) 

90.  There are no simple …. to the problem of overpopulation. (to solve) 

91.  the …. of interest rates (to reduce) 

92. Standards in education have received much ….over the last few years.(public) 

93. A common …. among air passengers is that not enough leg room is provided.(to 

complain) 

94. The result is …. to predict with any degree of …..(possible, certain) 

95.  I was …. about what to do next. (certain) 

96.  It's important to gain good …. for the school. (public) 

97.   children filled with ….. at the thought of visiting Disneyland (to excite) 

98. Enforcing this law has been …... (problem) 

99.  She knew with absolute …. that he'd say no. (certain) 

100. I saw Simon shortly before his …. for Russia. (to depart) 

101. He's …. with his glasses and has lost three pairs. (care) 

102. He was being very …. with the coffee so as not to spill it. (care) 

103. At first we were …. about employing Charlie. (doubt) 

104. There was a delay in the …. of our plane. (to depart) 

105. He was …. how much further he could walk. (certain) 

106. Any school trip requires …. planning. (care) 

107. The sales assistants are trained to deal with customer ….in a friendly manner. (to 

complain) 

108. It was ….of him to leave the door unlocked. (care) 

109. The news caused great …. among scientists. (to excite) 

110. Our main goal is to …. healthy change and growth. (able) 

111. The reforms could turn out be highly …. (problem) 

112. The loan ….. Jan to buy the house. (able) 

113. The thunder became louder and the sky …. (black) 

114. The Malvern Hills have provided …. for many artists over the decades.(to inspire) 

115. The days …..as summer approached. (long) 

116. Local people are questioning the ….of spending so much money on a new 

road.(wise) 

117. She didn't even have the …. to stand up. (strong) 

118. Eventually she managed to overcome her …. to alcohol. (to addict) 

119. There is considerable ….. among staff about job losses. (anxious) 

120. Yuri shows great …. to learn English. (to determine) 

121. Congress has ….. the restrictions on immigration. ( loose) 

122. There is growing public ….. over levels of air pollution in our cities. (anxious) 

123. Drug ….. is now the biggest social problem in American cities. (to addict) 

124. A few people, their faces …. by the smoke, ran out of the building. (black) 

125. You can always expect a few words of …. from Dave. (wise) 

126. Some fish can grow to a …. of four feet. (long) 

127. Minority groups need more effective parliamentary ….(to represent) 



128. Tobacco is highly …(to addict) 

129. The hotel pool is 15 metres in ….(long). 

130. He draws ….(to inspire) from ordinary scenes. 

131. He ….( loose ) his grip on David's arm. 

132. Jo hit him with all her ….(strong). 

133. Can you ….(long) this skirt for me? 

134. …..(to determine) and hard work led Sanders from poverty to success. 

135. Rules must be put in a context that is ….(meaning) to the children. 

136. He was too far away to be able to …(identity) faces. 

137. ….(favour) film reviews 

138. Mona wrote with a beautiful ….(simple) of style. 

139. The girls come from a ….(to vary) of different backgrounds. 

140. What's the ….(wide) of the desk? 

141. The gap between income and expenditure has ….(wide) to 11%. 

142. For the sake of …(simple), the tax form is divided into three sections. 

143. Cafe Artista offers a wide …. (to vary) of sandwiches. 

144. The police took fingerprints and …. (identity) the body. 

145. Without more data we cannot make a ….(meaning) comparison of the two 

systems. 

146. It's about six metres in …(wide). 

147. The jacket is available in ….(to vary) colours. 

148. I'd like to work abroad to ….(broad) my horizons. 

149. The days are ….(short). 

150. There are ….(to vary) ways to answer your question. 

151. The law needs to be ….(simple). 

152. There has been a decline in union …..(to represent) in the auto industry. 

153. The disease spreads quickly under…. (favour) conditions. 

154. His name's Lawrence, but it's usually ….(short) to Larry. 

155. Travel ….(broad) the mind 

156. They're ….(wide) the road. 

157. an attempt to …..(simple) the tax system 

158. It started as a hobby, but it got so ….(to addict) I had to keep on doing it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


